Take a trip with some animal friends through a North American evergreen forest

Join Bird, Mouse, and Rabbit as they take a walk through a North American evergreen forest to meet some truly amazing animals! From a black bear in search of a snack to a stinky skunk with a smelly spray, there's a different animal on every spread, plus many additional creatures to spot along the way!

This delightful picture book series is the perfect introduction to some really wild animals. Each of the Amazing Animals books features simple, easy-to-read text and bright, fun illustrations of a variety of creatures in their natural habitat.

Tony Mitton is a full-time writer and sometimes performs his poems in schools and libraries and occasionally at other venues, mainly in the UK. His main published work consists of solo collections of lyric and narrative poetry, and verse picture books illustrated by a range of illustrators. His picture books include Down by the Cool of the Pool (with Guy Parker-Rees) and The Somethingosaur (with Russell Ayto).
Take a trip with some animal friends through the North Pacific Ocean

Join Bird, Mouse and Rabbit as they dive into the North Pacific Ocean to meet some truly amazing animals. From a playful pod of dolphins leaping in the waves to an awesome angler fish lurking in the deep, there’s a different animal on every page, plus many additional creatures to spot along the way! This delightful picture-book series is the perfect introduction to some really wild animals. Each of the Amazing Animals books features simple, easy-to-read text and bright, fun illustrations of a variety of animals in their natural habitat.

Tony Mitton is full-time writer and sometimes performs his poems in schools and libraries and occasionally at other venues, mainly in the UK. His main published work consists of solo collections of lyric and narrative poetry, and verse picture books illustrated by a range of illustrators. His picture books include Down by the Cool of the Pool (with Guy Parker-Rees) and The Somethingosaur (with Russell Ayto).
Take a trip with some animal friends through a South American rain forest

Join Bird, Mouse, and Rabbit as they trek through a South American rain forest to meet some truly amazing animals! From spider monkeys swinging through the trees to a silky anteater on the prowl for a tasty meal, there’s a different animal on every spread, plus many additional creatures to spot along the way!

This delightful picture book series is the perfect introduction to some really wild animals. Each of the Amazing Animals books features simple, easy-to-read text and bright, fun illustrations of a variety of creatures in their natural habitat.

Tony Mitton is a full-time writer and sometimes performs his poems in schools and libraries and occasionally at other venues, mainly in the UK. His main published work consists of solo collections of lyric and narrative poetry, and verse picture books illustrated by a range of illustrators. His picture books include Down by the Cool of the Pool (with Guy Parker-Rees) and The Somethingosaur (with Russell Ayto).
Tony Mitton is a full-time writer and sometimes performs his poems in schools and libraries and occasionally at other venues, mainly in the UK. His main published work consists of solo collections of lyric and narrative poetry, and verse picture books illustrated by a range of illustrators. His picture books include *Down by the Cool of the Pool* (with Guy Parker-Rees) and *The Somethingosaur* (with Russell Ayto).
A hands-on approach to exploring the properties of energy and power

This book is packed with scientific facts, experiments, and activities linked to energy and power. It brings a lively, hands-on approach to practical science experiments. Children can find almost everything they need for the experiments around the home. The materials and instructions are simply, safely, and clearly presented. This STEM-focused book will show readers how to make a solar heater, build a simple waterwheel and much more.

Sally Morgan is an experienced author who has written more than 250 titles for both adults and children. Her main interest is in food and farming, the natural world and environmental issues. A former teacher, Sally is now a full-time writer.
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A hands-on approach to identifying the problems of garbage and how to recycle it.

This book is packed with scientific facts, experiments, and activities linked to garbage and recycling, and making our environment a cleaner, safer place. It brings a lively, hands-on approach to practical science experiments. Children can find almost everything they need for the experiments around the home. The materials and instructions are simply, safely, and clearly presented. This STEM-focused book will show readers how to sort trash for recycling, collect some animal decomposers, build their own compost heap, and much more.

Sally Morgan is an experienced author who has written more than 250 titles for both adults and children. Her main interest is in food and farming, the natural world and environmental issues. A former teacher, Sally is now a full-time writer.

Rosie Harlow is the author of several children’s book on nature and the environment, and how children can help to protect it.
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A visually stunning book about all kinds of wings—not just those on airplanes!

Wings takes readers on a fact-packed flight over a fascinating subject. Written by Tracey Turner, it offers a bird’s-eye view of the first airplanes, the fastest jet planes, beetles, birds, winged horses, flying dragons—even winged unicorns. There's fun, easy-to-read information on wings of all kinds, including plenty of STEM material, presented in a mixture of text and speech bubbles that’s perfect for readers aged 7 plus.

With Fatti Burke’s stylish and colorful illustrations, Wings is a wonderful journey of discovery.

Tracey Turner has written more than 70 books, most of them for children, on subjects including inventions, the universe, famous writers, rude words, and deadly perils. Many have sold foreign rights all over the world, and some have become best sellers. She is the author of Wheels (publishing September 2019). Tracey is also an editor, and commissioned and edited the Horrible Histories series for many years. She lives in Bath, UK, with Tom and their son, Toby.
Meet the creatures that share our city spaces

Take an unforgettable tour around the world to meet the creatures that share our city spaces – from bears to bats, penguins to opossums – and learn about how they have adapted and thrived in this gorgeously illustrated gift book.

Wild City travels the globe, exploring how animals have adapted to live alongside humans, in busy cities including New York, Rio de Janeiro, Berlin, Stockholm, London, Alexandria, Singapore and Mumbai. Discover hawks by a world-famous shopping street, snakes slithering through city drains and sewers, and penguins waiting patiently to cross the road. Feature spreads take a closer look at the animals - how some wander in plain sight, whilst others bide their time to explore and the distances travelled by some animals to find a tasty meal.

Lyrical and factual text written by the a...

**Ben Hoare** is an award-winning journalist who has written and edited many natural-history books and magazines for DK, the BBC, London’s Natural History Museum and many others. Since 2008 he has been Features Editor of BBC Wildlife Magazine. In 2015 Ben was awarded the Dilys Breese Medal for science communication by the British Trust for Ornithology (BTO) - he is one of only 15 people to hold the award.
An unforgettable journey brings the people, customs, and wildlife of 20 places around the world vividly to life

A richly illustrated, informative, and entertaining book about the ways that young people and their families live around the world. It reveals the animals, plants, and weather conditions that the inhabitants encounter, and introduces readers to a world of fascinating customs. Each of the 20 location spreads focuses on one place and one individual to give a strong sense of personality and place.

Tracey Turner has written more than 70 books, most of them for children, on subjects including inventions, the universe, famous writers, rude words and deadly perils. Many have sold foreign rights all over the world, and some have become best sellers. She is also an editor, and commissioned and edited the Horrible Histories series for many years. She lives in Bath, UK, with Tom and their son, Toby.
A mind-blowing and informative book of lists about the animal kingdom, from the animals that have more than one nose to the five mice that orbited the Moon in Apollo 17—and everything in between!

This compelling, mind-blowing book of lists about the wonderful world of animals is un-put-down-able! Filled with details on topics from the most shudder-inducing bugs and the most popular breeds of cat to which animals can’t fart and how to escape from dangerous forest animals, this will be a must-have book in every child’s collection. The pages are beautifully illustrated with the colorful and intricate artwork of popular illustrator Caroline Selmes. A great gift purchase but also a book to buy for yourself!

Tracey Turner has written more than 70 books, most of them for children, on subjects including inventions, the universe, famous writers, rude words, and deadly perils. Many have sold foreign rights all over the world, and some have become best sellers. She is also an editor, and commissioned and edited the Horrible Histories series for many years. She lives in Bath, UK, with Tom and their son, Toby.
Do you want to know about nine popular hair styles from history, how digestion works in six easy steps, and eight questions about the human body that have no answers?

Then **look no further** because *The Curious Book of Human Body Lists* by Rachel Delahaye is absolutely bursting with eye-popping and informative lists about your body, guaranteed to keep you entertained and increase your general knowledge at the same time!

Discover your body’s most curious bits and pieces, the most muscly gymnastics events, freaky human body museums ... and the worst cures for the Black Death.

With quirky, colorful illustrations by Isabel Munoz, this is a great gift purchase but also a book to buy for yourself!

After studying linguistics, author Rachel Delahaye embarked on a career in journalism. She has worked in London, Sydney and Melbourne. She now lives in Bath, and while she has vowed never to move again, her imagination has refused to settle down. She’s now writing children’s fiction and non-fiction. Her hilarious *Jim Reaper* series is published by Piccadilly Press, and her *Little Animal Rescue* series is published by Stripes.
A world of animal weirdness!

Enter the hilarious world of Sam Quigley, the strange-fact-obsessed owner of two stick insects called Twiggy and Wiggy. Sam really likes interesting facts, the kind that will make you shout "Wow! I never knew that!" In this first book of a brand-new series, Sam reveals his favorite animal facts of all time, all accompanied by eye-catching doodle-style illustrations.

Tracey Turner has written more than 70 books, most of them for children, on subjects including inventions, the universe, famous writers, rude words, and deadly perils. Many have sold foreign rights all over the world, and some have become best sellers. She is also an editor, and commissioned and edited the Horrible Histories series for many years. She lives in Bath, UK, with Tom and their son, Toby.
Get levels ahead as a game developer, Twitch streamer, or pro player in *Ultimate Gamer: Career Mode*

Take your gaming skills beyond the screen in *Ultimate Gamer: Career Mode*—the ultimate handbook to becoming a game developer, Twitch streamer, or the next eSports pro! Learn how to storyboard, code, and test games, just like your favourite devs, or boost your Twitch subs by learning how to go pro. Written by Craig Steele—who has led gaming workshops at Resonate and Insomnia—this book will give you the low down on the coolest jobs in the gaming industry.

**Craig Steele** is a specialist in Computing Science education. He is a Project Manager for CoderDojo Scotland, which runs free coding clubs for young people. He also runs hands-on workshops at big gaming events including Resonate and Insomnia, as well as sitting on the judging panel for BAFTA's Young Games Designers Awards.
Step into the shoes of a dinosaur hunter!
Find out all about how to unearth fossils, how dinosaurs lived, and how to become a paleontologist.

Learn how to become a paleontologist in this exciting title! Packed with bitesize information and fun facts about the life of dinosaurs, *Dino Detective in Training* will tell you all about dinosaur habitats, how they become extinct, and where you can find fossils.

*Catherine Ard* has always loved to read books and write stories. She studied French and English at university and got her first job in London writing children’s comics. She has written and edited many reading, activity, craft, and reference books for children. She now lives in Bristol with her family and their dog, Annie, who sleeps by her feet while she is working.
Step into the shoes of an ecologist! Find out all about the environment and the flora and fauna that make up our world.

Learn how to become an ecologist in this exciting title! Packed with bitesize information and fun facts about the life of a nature lover, *Eco Hero in Training* will tell you all about habitats, animals, and plants, and how we can all be greener.

**Jo Hanks** writes fiction and non-fiction books for children of all ages. She has a particular love of non-fiction and has written about big topics like the environment, dinosaurs, global history, ancient history, the supernatural (agreed, some might say that’s not strictly non-fiction…); and arguably smaller subjects like shapes, colours, sizes and fluffy bunnies. Writing non-fiction is really just an excuse for her to spend days reading about very interesting things. Her fiction writing includes picture books, board books, fairytales, ancient myths and more fluffy bunnies.
A visually stunning book about all kinds of wheels—not just transportation ones!

Discover how wheels make the world go round! Now available in paperback, this fact-packed book by Tracey Turner takes young readers on a colorful journey through the subject of wheels of all kinds, from Roman chariots to driverless cars, via roller coasters, cogs and gears, monster trucks, and much more.

Find out about wheels that whiz you around at fairgrounds, how to ride downhill on a penny-farthing, and why wheels can even help you decorate your bedroom!

With Fatti Burke’s stylish and colorful illustrations, Wheels is a wonderful journey of discovery.

Tracey Turner has written more than 70 books, most of them for children, on subjects including inventions, the universe, famous writers, rude words, and deadly perils. Many have sold foreign rights all over the world, and some have become best sellers. She is also an editor, and commissioned and edited the Horrible Histories series for many years. She lives in Bath, UK, with Tom and their son, Toby.
Meet the cutest baby animals about the house in this interactive guessing game book

Meet fluffy kittens, snuffling guinea pigs, and bouncing puppies in this supercute interactive guessing game book about baby animals around the house. Using the picture and word clues, can you guess the baby animal and its mommy?

Written by the editors of Kingfisher
Meet the cutest baby forest animals in this interactive guessing game book

Meet naughty raccoons, leaping deer, and hungry squirrels in this supercute interactive guessing game book about baby animals in forests. Using the picture and word clues, can you guess the baby animal and its mommy?

Written by the editors of Kingfisher
Meet the cutest baby animals on the farm in this interactive guessing game book

Meet pink piglets, chirpy chicks, and leggy lambs in this supercute interactive guessing game book about baby animals on the farm. Using the picture and word clues, can you guess the baby animal and its mommy?

Written by the editors of Kingfisher
Meet the cutest baby animals in polar lands in this interactive guessing game book

Meet big-eyed seal pups, pecking penguins, and fluffy polar bear cubs in this supercute interactive guessing game book about baby animals in polar lands. Using the picture and word clues, can you guess the baby animal and its mommy?

Written by the editors of Kingfisher
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